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Prediction of Vehicular Accident
Involvement: A Meta-Analysis
Winfred Arthur, Jr.
Texas A M University

Gerald V. Barrett and Ralph A. Alexander
The University of Akron
Previous attempts to summarize the vehicular accident involvement literature
have been nonquantitative. Outcomes of these reviews have also reflected the
equivocality of research in this area. In an attempt to synthesize the diverse
research findings into a collective result, a meta-analysis procedure that controlled for sampling error was used. Four classes of variables were identified
as predictors of vehicular accident involvement. These were informationprocessing, cognitive ability, personality, and demographic/biographical variables. Moderate-to-marginally favorable overall meta-analysis results were
obtained for selective attention, regard for authority, locus of control, and
cognitive ability as predictors of vehicular accident involvement. Suggestions
and directions for future research are discussed.

The prediction of a person's likelihood of vehicular accident involvement
has had a long, turbulent history; the arguments for and against the concept seem to swing from one extreme to the other (Shaw & Sichel, 1971).
Early reviews of the literature, which considered a large assortment of individual variables, were rather pessimistic. For example, Goldstein (1962) only
found small and nonsignificant correlations between categories of predictors and accident involvement. The correlations between reaction time and
accident criteria in four studies using fairly large samples of drivers were
found to be no higher than .17. Goldstein's review indicated that cognitive
measures, paper-and-pencil, sensory-perceptual, and psychomotor tests all
showed small correlations with accident criteria.
Some studies such as Barrett and Thornton (1968) and Barrett, Thornton, and Cabe (1969) identified measures exhibiting high relations with accidents in automobile simulators. These findings were subsequently
Requests for reprints should be sent to Winfred Arthur, Jr., Department of Psychology,
Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843-4235.
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replicated in field studies (Mihal & Barrett, 1976). More recently, Avolio,
Kroeck, and Panek (1985) obtained significant postdictive correlations of
.13 to .43 between motor vehicle accident involvement and performance on
six measures of information processing. Lower levels of performance on the
information-processing measures were correlated with elevated levels of motor vehicle accident involvement. McKenna, Duncan, and Brown (1986),
however, found small or no relations between performance on informationprocessing measures and accident involvement.
Given this background, the first objective of this article was to identify
other classes of variables that might display greater usefulness as predictors
of accident involvement from an applied-organizational perspective and a
research perspective (particularly in reference to such personnel functions
as selection and training). The means chosen to identify these variables was
meta-analysis. Meta-analysis is a quantitative review technique that may be
used to resolve conflicts between two or more studies. Unlike traditional reviews, the statistical analyses used in a quantitative review can find relationships and trends too subtle to be detected otherwise. Quantitative reviews
also have the advantage of efficiently summarizing large volumes of literature. Thus, a quantitative review overcomes some deficiencies of traditional
review procedures.
Meta-analysis procedures were used to resolve the conflicting results and
conclusions drawn from the accident involvement research. Meta-analysis
combines the results of previous discrete studies and uses them as a sample
to reach a generalization. Schmidt and Hunter's (1977) validity generalization technique is one of several meta-analysis procedures. The Schmidt and
Hunter procedure uses correlation coefficients as data points; in contrast,
other techniques use effect sizes or differences among means (Hedges &
Olkin, 1985). The Schmidt and Hunter procedure was the most appropriate
technique because we were interested in the predictive validity of variables.
The basic premise of the Schmidt and Hunter approach is that variance in
test validities from one study or situation to another may be the result of
certain statistical artifacts. To demonstrate the generalizability of test validities across situations, it is necessary to correct the variance of study results
for the relevant statistical artifacts to obtain an overall corrected, observed
test validity. If the percentage of variance accounted for is more than or
equal to 75% (i.e., less than 25% unaccounted variance) after this corrective procedure, then the test validities generalize and are not considered to
be situationally specific.
The second objective of this article was to apply the validity generalization technique to studies from the accident prediction literature to investigate whether the obtained validity coefficients were statistically
meaningful. The variance in studies predicting accident involvement was
hypothesized to be the result of statistical artifacts and errors identified by
Schmidt and Hunter (1977). Finally, the results of the meta-analysis al-
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lowed a comparative assessment of several classes of predictors used in this
research domain and the determination of which one was "best" associated
with elevated accident rates.
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METHOD

A comprehensive and exhaustive search of the pertinent literature using
PsychLit and Dialog Computer Search was undertaken. Non-English publications were excluded from the search. Upon reviewing the literature, we
derived the following classification of variables used in the vehicle accident
research: (a) information processing, (b) cognitive ability, (c) personality,
and (d) biographical or demographic. Meta-analysis procedures ideally require many data points to obtain interpretable results; however, a very liberal minimum of 5 data points per predictor or variable was established as a
cutoff for inclusion in this study. This relatively low minimum cutoff was
necessary due to the small number of studies in each category. Using the
classification just noted and the cutoff rule, the following specific predictors or variables were obtained.
Information-Processingand Cognitive Ability Variables
Three types of information processing variables-selective attention, perceptual style, and choice and complex reaction time-were analyzed. Selective attention was operationalized as scores on the Auditory Selective
Attention Test (Arthur, Barrett, & Doverspike, 1990) or the Dichotic Listening Test (McKenna et al., 1986). Data points for selective attention comprised omission, intrusion, and switching errors. Perceptual style was
operationalized using measures of field dependence-independence like the
Group Embedded Figures Test (Avolio et al., 1985), the Portable Rod-andFrame Test (Mihal & Barrett, 1976), and the Hidden Figures Test (e.g.,
Clement & Jonah, 1984). Cognitive ability was operationalized by tests
such as the Culture Fair Intelligence Test (McKenna et al., 1986) and the
Australian Council for Educational Research Higher Test (Smith &
Kirkham, 1982). All correlations were transposed so that a positive correlation indicated better performance on both predictor and criterion.
Personality Variables

Whereas the literature search revealed a number of possible personality variables, we kept the distinct personality constructs separate (Day & Silverman, 1989). As a result, only four constructs had enough data points to be
included in the meta-analyses. These constructs were level of distress, general activity level, regard for authority, and locus of control. Representating
level of distress were the Depression scale and the Psychasthenia scale of
the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory and the Neuroticism scale

TABLE 1
Number of Data Points (rs)per Predictor
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Predictor

Number of r's

Selective attention
Perceptual style
Choice and complex reaction time
Cognitive ability
Age
Education
General activity level
Regard for authority, law, and norms
Level of distress
Locus of control
Total

149

of the Eysenck Personality Inventory (Loo, 1978). General activity level was
represented by scales such as Aggression, Depression (Selzer & Vinokur,
1974), and Withdrawal (Mayer & neat, 1977). Respect for Law (Clark,
1976), Juvenile Delinquency, and Antisocial Tendencies (Mayer & Treat,
1977) were scales representing regard for authority. Locus of Control was
typically represented by scores on Rotter's Internality-Externality (I-E)
Scale. Again, all correlations were transposed so that a positive correlation
indicated better performance on both predictor and criterion.
Demographic and Biographical Variables

Although the literature search revealed many possible demographic and biographical variables, only age and education met the 5-data-point rule. As
with the other variables, all correlations were transposed.
Using the just-noted classification scheme and 5-data-point cutoff, the
literature search identified 149 usable data points from 32 articles. References for articles in which these studies were reported are presented in the
Appendix. To be "usable," a study had to report sample sizes along with a
correlation coefficient or some other statistic that could be converted to a
correlation coefficient. Thus, studies that did not provide a numerical summary of their results were excluded. Also excluded were those studies that
reported results in a format that could not be transformed into a correlation coefficient (e.g., studies that reported only a chi-square statistic).
Because the variable classifications were conceptually distinct, different
studies employing these variables could not be combined for a common
meta-analysis (Schmidt & Hunter, 1977). Consequently, separate metaanalyses were performed for each class of predictor variables. The numerical breakdown of data points by predictors is presented in Table 1. As has
been true in other meta-analytic studies.of validity coefficients, some of the
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data points were nonindependent in the sense that several correlation coefficients were computed from data collected on a single group of subjects.
When there were nonindependent correlation coefficients, we kept them
separate rather than combining them. Averaging these correlations would
have reduced the number of data points to such a small number that a
meaningful analysis of several predictor categories would have been impossible. The potential effects of this decision are addressed later.
Our method initially required an overall meta-analysis (by predictor) of
the pertinent vehicular accident prediction literature using the Schmidt and
Hunter (1977) meta-analysis procedure. The Schmidt and Hunter procedure allows for a correction of variability in correlations due to: (a) sampling error, (b) sample-to-sample differences in reliability in predictor or
criterion measures, and (c) sample-to-sample differences in range restriction. This study corrected for sampling error only because: (a) given the
quality of microlevel reporting (Orwin & Cordray, 1985), there was no way
of generating estimates to correct for either of the other two sources of artifactual error; and (b) past validity generalization research (Pearlman,
Schmidt, & Hunter, 1980; Schmidt, Gast-Rosenberg, & Hunter, 1980; Schmidt & Hunter, 1981) demonstrated that sampling error alone accounts for
at least 85% of the explained variance due to the just-mentioned artifacts.
To conduct the meta-analysis, correlation coefficients were first transformed to Fisher's-z values (z, = tanh-'r,; Alexander, Scozzaro, & Borodkin,
1989) and a variance-weighted average z was found by:

where rj and ni were the correlation coefficient and number of persons in
the ith study and k = number of studies, respectively. The corresponding
variance across studies was the frequency-weighted average squared error
given by:

The sampling error variance was given by:

A chi-square test for homogeneity of effect sizes was conducted as:
x:k - ,, = I(ni - 3)(zj- 2)l.
Thus, the variance across combined studies was given by S: = S: - S:.
After correcting for sampling error variances across studies it was possible
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to assess whether there was any true variance in the results across these
studies (i.e., S: SO). Finally, a 95% confidence interval was constructed on
the Z value, and these were back transformed to r values (r = tanhz).
When there were large amounts of variance across studies as evidenced by
a statistically significant chi-square test, the possible influence of moderator
variables was investigated as a plausible explanation of this variance. To test
a hypothesized potential moderator variable, we used this variable to group
the observed correlations into subsets. A moderator variable was identified
by (a) a corrected variance that had a lower average in the subsets than for
the data as a whole, and (b) an average correlation that varied from subset to
subset. In brief, if large differences among subsets were found, then the hypothesized variable was considered to be a moderator variable. This metaanalysis began with the objective of classifying studies on several moderator
variables, including gender, criteria time frame, and criteria type; but due to
deficiencies in the quality of the microlevel reporting, this was not possible
because the data were simply not available to permit these classifications. A
moderator analysis was conducted only if there were at least 5 data points
available for the given moderator. Unfortunately, we were simply unable to
analyze as many moderator variables as originally planned.
RESULTS
The results of the meta-analysis are reported in Table 2. The second column
of the table represents the total number of subjects across all studies used
in the analysis. The third column represents the number of correlation coefficients used in the analysis, and the next column is the corrected mean of
these correlation coefficients. The fifth and sixth columns are the range of
observed correlation coefficients. The percentage of unaccounted variance
is in the seventh column. The lower and upper limits of a 95% confidence
interval about the mean correlation are presented in the eighth and ninth
columns, respectively. Also, the percentage of unaccounted variance
column contains the result of a chi-square test for homogeneity of sample
correlations (Hunter, Schmidt, & Jackson, 1982). This test determines
whether the unexplained variance in the correlations is significantly greater
than zero. A significant chi-square value indicates that the unexplained variance is significantly greater than zero, suggesting that the remaining variance is due to additional moderators or statistical artifacts.
Note that, in Table 2, very favorable results (i.e., those that generalize)
are indicated by a moderate to high corrected mean correlation, an unaccounted variance less than 25%, a nonsignificant chi-square, and a 95%
confidence interval that did not include zero. Unfavorable results (i.e.,
those that do not generalize) are demonstrated by a low corrected mean correlation, an unaccounted variance greater than 25'70, a significant chisquare value, and a 95% confidence interval that included zero.
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TABLE 2
Results of Meta-Analysis for Predictors of Automobile Accidents

Range of
Observed rs

,
V

I

Predictor

N

Selective attentiona
Perceptual style (overall)
Professional driversb
Choice and complex reaction time
Cognitive ability
Age (overall)
Professional drivers
Archival criterion data
Education
General activity level (overall)
Nonprofessional drivers
Professional drivers
Archival criterion data
Self-report criterion data
Regard for authority (overall)
Nonprofessional drivers
Professional drivers
Archival criterion data
Self-report criterion data
Level of distress
Locus of control (overall)
Nonprofessional drivers
Archival criterion data
Self-report criterion data

840

Number
of rs

7

Mean
r

.lo2

Minimum

.02

% Variance

Maximum

.42

Unaccounted
for

10.67

Note. A significant chi = square indicates that the unexplained variance is significantly greater than zero.
"These studies all had a professional driver sample and used archival criterion-data. b ~ h e s studies
e
all used archival criterion data.
*p< .O5. **p< .Ol.

95% Confidence
Interval
Lower

.033

Upper
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Each variable, along with potential moderators, is presented in the rows
of the table. Nonprofessional drivers and professional drivers represent an
analysis of those studies that used those types of drivers as subjects. Self-report criterion data studies, in contrast to archival criterion data studies, are
those that used subjects' self-reports of accident criteria (e.g., having subjects report the number of accidents they had within the past 2 years).
Moderately favorable meta-analysis results were obtained for selective attention. As shown in n b l e 2, the corrected mean correlation for all selective attention studies was .257, with a 95% confidence interval that ranged
from a lower limit of .205 to an upper limit of .317. These results also indicated that approximately 57% of the total variance was due to sampling error. Although a significant amount of unexplained variance remained
(43070, and the chi-square was significant), the 57% of total variance accounted for was relatively high.
The meta-analysis results for perceptual style were not as favorable as
those obtained for selective attention. For the overall analysis, sampling error accounted for only 35% of the total variance (65% of the variance was
unaccounted). Moderator analyses improved the results only slightly (for
professional drivers and archival data). Similar negative results were obtained for choice and complex reaction time.
Marginally favorable results were obtained for cognitive ability. Although a large percentage of variance was accounted for, the mean correlation was very small and the lower limit of the 95% confidence interval
(.056) was extremely close to zero. For the demographic and biographical
variables of age and education, the results were unfavorable and, therefore,
did not support the validity generalization hypothesis. Even for education,
which accounted a large amount of variance, the mean correlation was
close to zero, and the 95% confidence interval included zero.
Of the personality variables, the most favorable results were obtained for
general activity level among professional drivers (mean r = .216) and locus
of control with archival data (mean r = .273). Marginally favorable results
were obtained on the self-report-criterion-data moderator for general activity level, regard for authority, and locus of control. The results for all other
personality variables were unfavorable and did not support the validity generalization hypothesis. The variance accounted for was generally minimal,
coupled with significant chi-squares and/or 95% confidence intervals that
included zero.
CONCLUSIONS

Several conclusions can be drawn from the results of this meta-analysis.
First, the magnitude of the relation between valid predictors and accident
criteria was consistent with other meta-analyses predicting job perform-
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ance. These relations were obtained after the variances of coefficients were
corrected for sampling error. Second, moderate to marginally favorable
overall meta-analysis results were obtained for selective attention, regard
for authority, locus of control, and cognitive ability. Better selective attention, higher regard for authority, an internal locus of control, and higher
cognitive ability were associated with lower levels of accident involvement.
Third, several significant moderators were present. Professional drivers, in
contrast to nonprofessional drivers, significantly moderated the relations
between accident involvement and the following predictors: perceptual
style, general activity level, and regard for authority. The type of criterion
data (i.e., self-report vs. archival) also significantly moderated the relation
between automobile accidents and general activity level, regard for authority, and locus of control.
Although favorable results were obtained for some predictors, a general
factor tended to weaken the results and bias them against validity generalization. Neither the predictors nor the criteria were identical across studies
(a common predicament in the field of accident research). For the information-processing variables, three different measures of perceptual style (the
Group Embedded Figures Test, the Portable Rod-and-Frame Test, and the
Hidden Figures Test) and two measures of selective attention (the Auditory
Selective Attention Test and the Dichotic Listening Test) were used in the
primary studies. This diversity of measures acts as a source of irrelevant
variance; therefore, the results of the meta-analysis are weakened because
the same measures are not being used. This makes our results conservative.
Studies using information-processing measures had a decided advantage
over those using other predictors. Standardized instruments are common in
most information-processingresearch. This is in sharp contrast to the range
and diversity of measures used in the assessment of personality variables,
even when the analysis is limited to a single construct (Day & Silverman,
1989). Also, the measures of personality and demographic/biographical
variables were more unstructured when compared to those used with information-processing variables. Personality researchers have used questionnaires, inventories, and tests specifically developed for the study in question
(e.g., Clark, 1976; Schuster & Guilford, 1%4).
A meta-analysis ideally calls for several hundred data points (e.g.,
Schmitt, Gooding, Noe, & Kirsch, 1984). This goal is, of course, difficult to
meet; this study was no exception. The primary reason why less than the
optimal number of data points were analyzed was that many studies failed
to report sufficient data to permit their inclusion in the meta-analysis. Although this problem can be remedied if the necessary information is published in future studies, the results obtained in this meta-analysis need to be
cautiously interpreted. Specifically, as the number of studies in a validity
generalization study decreases, the likelihood of sampling error increases.
Consequently, it becomes more likely to obtain favorable validity general-
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ization results than to obtain unfavorable results. Because meta-analysis
results obtained from a small number of studies are biased in favor of the
Type I errors, they could be very misleading and must be carefully interpreted. This is particularly true when moderator analyses are conducted because the number of correlation coefficients are usually drastically reduced
to a relatively small number (Schmidt & Hunter, 1978).
Another issue of concern in interpreting the results of this meta-analysis
is the nonindependence of correlation coefficients. As previously mentioned, we decided not to average nonindependent data points because it
would have reduced the number of correlation coefficients to a number too
few to permit any meaningful analysis. The most likely result of this decision to not combine nonindependent correlation coefficients is that nonindependence of data points would reduce the observed variability of the
correlations. Therefore, interpretations of the homogeneity of effect sizes
(chi-square) must be more cautious. This outcome, however, does not affect
other conclusions.
A comparison of our results with those of Goldstein (1962) is warranted.
Goldstein concluded that "accident records are only slightly predictable
from measures of other stable human characteristics such as visual acuity,
reaction time, sensory, psychomotor, cognitive, and attitudinal measures"
(p. 5). Subsequently, Goldstein's conclusions have been frequently cited in
support of the nonpredictability of the likelihood of accident involvement
(e.g., Harano, Peck, & McBride, 1975; Panek & Rearden, 1987; Pelz & Krupat, 1974). Cognitive ability and reaction time variables were common to
both this article and Goldstein's. The meta-analysis results for cognitive
ability corroborated Goldstein's (1%2) conclusion. Although correcting for
sampling error accounted for 100% variance (on only 10 data points), the
corrected mean correlation was only .117, and the 95% confidence interval
ranged from .056 to .179. In addition, the meta-analysis results for choice
and complex reaction time did not favor generalization. It must be pointed
out, however, that the studies reviewed by Goldstein used initial and simple
reaction time. Unfortunately, there were not enough data points to permit a
meta-analysis of those variables.
Goldstein (1962) did not specifically discuss personality variables per se,
but if "attitudinal measures" are considered as such, then the agreement
between our results and Goldstein's conclusions are mixed. Partially favorable results were obtained for regard for authority, general activity level,
and locus of control, and but not for level of distress.
A primary goal of this study was to identify additional variables (specifically those based on intrinsic attributes) associated with accident involvement, which might have greater utility as predictors from an applied
organizational and research perspective. The results of the meta-analysis
identified the information-processing variable of selective attention as one
such variable. Our results indicate that specific ability measures, such as the
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Auditory Selective Attention Test, predicted accident involvement just as
well, if not better than general cognitive ability, which is consistent with the
findings of Arthur et al. (1990). The meta-analysis results obtained for selective attention (corrected mean correlation of .257) are consistent with
other meta-analytic studies. For example, Schmitt et al. (1984) obtained a
mean corrected correlation of .I62 for special aptitude, .24K for personality,
.220 for general mental ability, .317 for biodata, .319 for work samples,
and .428 for assessment centers as predictors of job performance ratings.
Similar ranges of mean corrected correlations were obtained by Pearlman et
al. (1980). and Schmidt et al. (1980) in validity generalization studies of
clerical occupations and computer programmers, respectively. Thus, the
mean corrected correlation of .257 obtained for selective attention is as
good as that obtained for most other occupations.
The applied utility of information-processing variables was demonstrated by Sterns, Barrett, and Alexander (1980), whose results indicate that
perceptual information-processing skills of older adults can be improved
through training. Furthermore, these effects were not due solely to practice.
Sterns et al.3 research demonstrated that training older adults using individual training sessions significantly increased their performance on critical
driving tasks. The implication is that information-processing skills such as
selective attention not only predict vehicular accident involvement but are
also trainable.
Suggestions for Future Research

The results of this meta-analysis highlight several issues that may serve as
guidelines for future accident involvement research. These issues can be
classified into two general categories: (a) the criterion, and (b) the predictors. The major criterion concern has to do with the operationalization and
measurement of vehicular accident involvement. Although a distinction
was made between archival and self-report accident measures in this metaanalysis, it is uncertain whether these were defined in the same way across
the primary studies. The differences in definitions of vehicular accident involvement was epitomized by McKenna et al. (1986) who included passenger falls and attacks on staff in bus drivers' accident scores. Future research
must make distinctions between driving accidents and nondriving accidents, all accidents versus at-fault accidents only, and preventable versus
nonpreventable accidents. The importance of these distinctions was demonstrated by Parker (1953) who found a different pattern of tests to be predictive of preventable and nonpreventable accidents for commercial truck
drivers. These distinctions are also important from a personnel or organizational perspective in avoiding contaminated criterion measures in decision
making.
Criterion time frames (i.e., the time period over which accident data are
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collected-past year, past decade, lifetime, etc.) are also of concern. This
meta-analysis initially sought to investigate criterion time frames as a potential moderator variable because it was hypothesized that longer time
frames would result in an increased base rate. Subsequently, a higher base
rate would, in turn, potentially elevate the validity of the predictors. However, due to insufficient data points, we were unable to run these moderator
analyses. Also, with longer criterion time frames, the periodic collection of
accident data over time would permit an assessment of the reliability of accidents. In addition, Sichel(1965) suggested that the time interval between
accidents is a better criterion than the number of accidents.
Associated with the criterion-time-frames issue is the observation that
most of the studies analyzed in this meta-analysis used postdictive designs.
The popularity of postdictive designs in accident research can be traced to
the nature of the criterion, which typically requires relatively long time periods for its manifestation. Consequently, postdictive designs seem most
practical and feasible. We must, however, call for more predictive designs,
primarily because these designs require researchers to be more involved and
proactive in the accident datacollection process. A common problem with
postdictive designs, especially those using archival data, is that the data are
typically collected for unscientific purposes (e.g., police record keeping).
Because the researcher has no control over how data is collected, the quality
of the data is often unknown (Maier, 1988).
Given the difficulties associated with "real world" accident data collection, some researchers have turned to performance simulations. For example, Ranney and Pulling (1989, 1990) used a driving performance work
sample consisting of 30-min "trips," with each trip composed of 20 laps on
a closed course. The driver was required to respond to a continuous sequence of situations which included responding to traffic signals and signs,
route selection, and gap-acceptance tasks. Although they are infrequently
used as a criterion in the personnel selection literature, simulations have numerous advantages over the collection of field accident data, including the
ability to compress time and permit a finer operationalization and measurement of accidents (Harmon, 1961; Poulton, 1963). We initially sought to
investigate criterion type (i.e., performance simulations vs. real world accidents) as a possible moderator, but again there were not enough data points
to permit this analysis. Nevertheless, given the refinements in criterion measurement that are possible, the use of performance simulations is encouraged and should be considered whenever feasible.
The second category of future research suggestions has to do with the
predictors that have been used in vehicular accident literature. A primary issue concerns the use of an enormous diversity of tests with varying convergent validities and reliabilities to measure ostensibly the same construct.
This introduces a source of irrelevant variance. For instance, both the
Group Embedded Figures Test and the Portable Rod-and-Frame Test have
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however, that although these tests may be similar, they do not measure exactly the same construct (e.g., Arthur & Day, in press; Witkin & Goodenough, 1981). The same arguments are pertinent to the use of the complex
versus simple reaction times and the Auditory Selective Attention Test and
other dichotic listening tests. Future studies should strive to refine and use
measures that best reflect the construct of interest, such as the Auditory Selective Attention Test for selective attention, the Portable Rod-and-Frame
Test for perceptual style, and Rotter's I-E Scale for locus of control.
Predictor categories have too often been conceptualized as though they
were mutually exclusive. Previous studies have typically looked at either information-processing, personality, or demographic predictors with little or
no attempts made to investigate how combinations of predictors across categories may improve predictability. For example, the theoretical rationale
for a relation between locus of control and safe driving is based on the reasoning that an external locus of control is related to a lack of caution and
failure to take precautionary steps to avoid the occurrence of unfavorable
outcomes (Hoyt, 1973; Phares, 1976; Strickland, 1977, 1978; Williams,
1972). However, from an information-processing perspective, driving a car
is considered to be a task that calls for the perception, identification, processing, and adequate responding to pertinent information (e.g., traffic
lights, signs, pedestrians, other vehicles, etc) in the environment. It seems
reasonable to hypothesize that a theoretical and empirical combination of
both perspectives may result in incremental predictive validity over and
above any single predictor (Hansen, 1989).
As a concluding comment, we reiterate that a conscientious effort must
be made to report all pertinent information and data in future studies. Such
information should include, but is not limited to, the pertinent test statistic
(e.g., r, t, or F); sample sizes, means, and standard deviations; demographic and other characteristics of the sample; operationalization and psychometric properties, such as reliability, validity, and range restriction of
predictors; definitions and descriptions, such as criterion type, criterion
time frames, and measurement of the criterion along with any relevant psychometric information like reliability and range restriction; and the research design. Such information will facilitate the inclusion of more studies
in future meta-analyses and permit the investigation of potential moderator
variables that we were unfortunately unable to assess.
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